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23 Revolved
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Wednesday's Puzzle Solved:
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By REBECCA WINCHESTER

54 In a pl.eas

ant manner
57 Bowling

25 Exclusive tt
ties
27 Pledge
30 Turn aside
31 Montreal
subway
32 Dye
33 Eisenhower
36 Shave off
37 Panama
seaport
38 Yearn
39 R.R. stop
40 Doctrine
41 Raja's wife
42 Treats badly
44 Ship's offi·

58 Russ. vii·

!ages
59 Convivial
60 Great Lake

61 Utters
62 Signal sys·
tem
63 Maple Leaf

ture
6 Water body
7 it. commu·

nity
8 After zeta
9 Shoelace tip
10 Title
11 Purposes
12 Move sud·

denly

45 1933 hit mu·
13 Pedal irrita·
r,--,:;--r:;--r;---.c;:--

relative

11ons

19 Natllral fat
21 Payable im·

24
25

26
27
28
29
30
32

mediately
Old
Airline em·
ployee
Bath's dvet
Elect. units
Garment
part
Red fruit
Gives out
sparingly
Afro·Cuban
dance

34 - action
35 German
river
37 Penny
38 Buttercup's

40 Bakery

product
low
44 Young seal
45. Very much

46 Ritual cere·
many
47 Irish river

49 Trudge
51 European
river
52 Metal
53 Miss Horne
55 Basic facts
56 Disapproval
shout
57 Shinto tem·
pie
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Classified Advertising Rates
l5c per word, $1.00 min~um charge
Terms Cash in advance

-~----Telephone__

UNM traffic bolsters
shops' sales in SUB

I

Please plaee the following

Enclosed $~--- Placed by

Title changes

Arguments defined

12101
PART-TIME JOD gtat.lunic o;mdcnts only. After·
noouo;. ;~nd evenings. ~1u~t he able lo work Friday and ..
Saturday nights. MU\1 he 21 years old. Apply in
pcrc;on, no f'!honc call'> plca~c. Sa,cw;Jy 1 iquor Stotc~
at S704 Lonms NE, 5516 Mcnaul Nl!,
Q9tll)
OI~I.IVl~RV PEOPLE. MUST hilH! <;mall ~:ar. .1\trply
Carraru·~ Pina 108 VtmarSr'.
09 Jj

classified advertisement in the New Mesiro Daily
Lol."9
times(s) beginning
, under, the heading
(circle one): 1. Personals;
2. Lost & Fmmd;
3. Services;
,., Housing;
5. For Sa}~;;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. Miscellaneous.

Whenever the Collegiate Singers,
the UNM Band, or Rodey Theater
performing soloists use copyrighted
music they are breaking a recently
instated federal law.
The Copyright Act of I 976
allows copyright licensing agencies
such as the Broadcast Music Jnc.
(BMC) and American Society of
Composers, Artists and Performers
(ASCAP) to each charge universities 5 or 6 cents per student for
using copyrighted material.
University Attorney William
Schaab said UNM has not yet
signed up for the blanket fee. He
said, "BMC and ASCAP are not
pushing the issue yet and have given
the universities until the end of the
ROSENPLOOM PHOTO
year before they take action."
Vice president Swede Johnson is
Groups such as the UNM Collegiate Singers, above, may
heading a committee, which is be in violation of copyright laws because they do not pay
examining the many ways different
royalties on the songs they sing,
UNM
departments
and
organizations use music.
others are fighting the act.
on attendanc~ Jo programs.
Dean of Fine Arts, Donald
He said, we have asked other
"I do know," he said, "that any
McRae, who is a committee
universities
to
present
their
opinons
money
the organizations raise will
member, said "With the College of
during
the
Oct.
15-17
meeting
here
go
to
the
composers, not towards a
Fine Arts and Popejoy, plus rock
for
the
Chairmen
of
Music
union
officer's
salary."
concerts involved, we would like a
By DANIEL GIBSON
KUNM 's general manager, Paul
copyright formula consisting of a Departments of State Universities.
Rhoads, a member of ASCAP, Manslield said the station's cost
"We're in a time of change, a perio'd of growth," Dean Robert Rehder
blanket fee for the whole university
without each department and said depending on whether the would be covered by the National of the recently renamed School ofManaement.
The School of Management was formerly called the Robert 0, Anderson
organization having to pay in- licensing organizations base their Public Radio of which KUNM is a
flat
fees
on
part-time
or
full-time
School
of Business and Administrative Sciences, after the benefactor,
member.
But,
he
said,
sinceKUNM
dividually."
enrollment
the
fee
could
range
from
Robert
0.
Anderson, who lives in Roswell and heads Area, a multi-million
is
a
non-commercial
radio
station
William Rhoads, chairman of the
$1800
to
$2640,
which
would
not
he
did
not
feel
the
fee
was
dollar
oil
conglomerate.
music department, said the
Rehder said enrollment in the School of Management is increasing
university is waitirtg to see how include a third agency's fee based justifiable.
rapidly, perhaps faster than any other college at UNM, and that the name
change is a reflection of the new period in it~ history. He explained that it is
no longer possible to separate the private sector and the govcrnmenal
sector in today's business affairs, or to separate the economy from
national policies. Business must now be aware of environmental and social
issues as well as the need to create profits, said Rehder.
years.
For this reason both the faculty and Robert Anderson thought the name
of education, while the other
T- VI
spokesperson
Denis mainly deals with the whole person. School of Management would better reflect the new role and responCummings said the major fears of The other worry has to do with sibilities of business better than the previous tiile, Rehder said. He also said
This is the second of a that
institution's community funding-when there's a pinch, the
four-part series.
concerning the plan are twofold: tertdency is for vocational-technical that the former title was becoming awkwardly lortg when one added the
qualifier for Graduate Studies or other sub-categories. The new name, he
"First, there is broad concern that
education to be left out."
By BILL ROBERTSON
said, "Reflects a very healthy interdependence of the different sectors.''
Yo-tech education and academic
Tom
Champiort,
of the
The lines have been drawn in the education are somewhat in{COntinued on pa_gc 6)
debate
over
a
proposed compatible. One is a 'no-frills' type
Albuquerque Community College.
On the one side, you have opponents who argue the plan as
written is seriously flawed, that it
has been "strong-armed" through
the state. legislature, that T· VI
should be left untouched.
Those in favor of the plan
D
maintain the time has come for a
community college in Albuquerque,
By PETER MADRID
"Students would come in to
that there is genuine need for a twocompare
prices with those of, say
year college which can offer both
•
Wednesday's opening day sales for instance, the flea market," Vigil
technical-vocational training and
I
for the LP Goodbuy record shop, said. "And still students don't
academic learning, that it won't
,.
located in the east end of the New · know we are a fUll•ser\>ice flower
mean additional taxes for the
!
Mexico Student Union building, shop."
community.
.
The C'fficial line at UNM, where
were "very good," said Rochelle
Use Gorgone, who runs Olympic
administration officials were
Poole, manager of the shop.
Sporting
Goods, the first shop in
originally opposed to "an inPoole, previously assistant
the
SUB
to
open last semester, said,
dependent cotnmurtity college in
manager at the LP doodbuy store
Albuquerque,'' has now changed to
"With
us,
opening day and the
on Central, said, "We had a lot of
a position of neUtrality.
beginning
was
slow. The students
traffic ort Wednesday, and much of
Professor Tony Hillerman,
didn't
know
whether
we were there
it was just students looking. But we
assistant to President William
for
sales
or
for
display
since the
did quite well in sales."
Davis, who is in Washington D. C.,
booths
were
used
as
display
areas."
Poole said she expects to have a
said the university is prepared to
'''Aut now that students know we
lot
of
lookers
at
first,
but
expects
"do everything. we can to work with
sales to pick up by the grand are here," Gorgone said, "business
the community college if it is aphas been very good.''
opening
on Sept. 15.
proved." tf the September 12 voter
LP Goodbuy' s opening day
referendum fails, he said, "UNM
Commenting on the early success
will work to meet the needs of a
success is nothing new to the shops of the SUB shops, SUB Associate
community college with our own
•in the SUB.
Director Mike Roeder, said,
programs,"
Laura Vigil, who runns Bessom's "these shops have merchandise the
In the proposed community
Gardens and Florist Shop, located students are looking for and at a
college plan, which wasdesigned by
.next
to LP doodbuy, said, "We reasonable price. Also, traffic and
the governing board of T-VI, that
have been open for ortly four weeks location of the shops is helping
insUtution would be absorbed as
and our business is doing pretty their business out.''
the vocational,technical comgood. 'students were happy to see a
plement to the community college.
DINNEWEG PHOTO
Next week, Maywyrtn'S Dis.co
flower shop here."
Many people close to T·VI have
A
sporting
goods
store,
record
store
and
plant
store
are
l"ashions
will open, occupying the
argued that this action. will destroy
Vigil said there was a lot of
among
th(J
new
businesses
opening
up
in
the
SUB,
just
fourth
booth
in the SUB. One
any progress in vo-tech education
traffic on operting day but it, too,
made at the school in previous
booth
is
still
vacant.
west of the Sidewalk Cafe.
was mostly curious lookers.
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By S. MONTOYA
The Clinkal Nutrition Program {CNP) ha; b~cn all hut phased out and
is currently operating on two federal gratw., fiuanc.cd through Health,
EdLJcarion and Welfare (HEW), whil:h will run <>Ul at the end of this !heal
year.
The combined funding amounts to $1!0,0tXl and onlv provide' fnr
research aspects of the program.
·
Five persons were graduated from the program lust ycnr.
Phuse out of the program anpcnrs to have stemmed from a "pcr,onal
conflict" between a former director of the program, Dr. Ucorp,e Owen'
and Drs. Joseph Scalctti and Leonard Napolitano, Director ot' Allktl
Science and Dean of the School of Medicine.
Owcnslct't as director of the program on July I, 1977,
"An attempt to supplement t'untl!. from the federal government with
those appropriated through the state legislature into difTt·rent prwumm
under Allied Science were implemented", said S.;alctti.
As director of Allied Science, Scalctti made the recommendation to the
dean of the School of Medicine to phase out CN I'.
This move drew criticism from various student' aswciutcd with the
program .
Letters in support of the program were wriltcn to Scalctti and
Napolitano.
However the program was turned down because of "lack of student
response", said Scaleni.
"He could have continued the program. Scalctti had direct control of
the funds", said Owens.
"Had I known about Napolitano performing the dulics of acting dean, I
would not have taken the position as director of the program. Napolitano
had no idea what clinical nutrition COIJitl or should be," continued Owens.
Official sources have been hesitant to discuss the matter of Owens and
why he was never replaced.
In further allegations, made in a long distance telephone interview,
Owens implied the possibilty that the cut back of funds to CNP may well
be proportional to the increase in funding of programs more conductive to
Scalctti's field of medicine.
In response to the allegations made by Owens, Scaletti said, "There are
certainly quite a few allegations here which arc not entirely accurate."
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Talks move ahead at Camp David
!Ire three rncn rnet in an ilfl·

c AMI' IJAVlfJ, Mil. (lH'[J

parcrllly jovial mood imide ( ·ar·
lcr\ lodge Thur~dttY morning and
talk,,d ror three hour> and 15
nrinulc>
nearly double the one
lrmrr and 40 minutes they 1pcnt
together at their opening con
It> renee W cdnc.,dav.

1 pypt'•, Pre>idcr1t Anwar Sadat and
!·.rae!', l'nmc Mini1tcr Mcrrachcnr
lkgrn talked ill length Thur\day
.l!ld Prc>idcnl Carter mo>tly
lo··,l<'ll<'d in a' thL• Middle l:a•.t
'-lurrrmtl moved into high r,ear,
·,pokcsmw \a rd.
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ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
o
Your rochartfHin[J forms are due by 5 prn, Sept. 15, 1978
oat Hm SttHlent Activities Center, Rm. 106, Student Urlion
o
Building
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White fltHI>C Pre'·' Secetary Jody
l'owdl >aitl he ''wouldn't be
'upriwd" if Begin and Sadat had
di>~m>cd \\H:h bedrock i\sucs a.\
hn~eli occupa1ion of the West bank
· but u1 keeping with rigid summit
\ccrccy rule\, he would not state
l'lat!y what subjects were under
di\cll"ion.

"Dhcu>~ion' arc going back and
lonh (between Begin and Sadat
dircc:tly), and with the President as
well," Powcl.l >aid. "They certainly
:uc talking."
A' forCartcr'sro!e, he said, "his
primary purpo.\e was to listen to the

other partie>. He\ >pending a great
part of hh time li>tening."
According (o Powell, the two
Middle Ea1t leaders 'ecm to be
warming to the relaxed, ultra·
private atmo'>pherc and had agreed,
jokingly, to leave their wri!.twatches
at home for future talks.
In anotller indication things may
be Marting to move inside the
scaled-off mountaintop retreat,
Powell said the three leaders will
continue informal contact\ over the
weekend even though Sadat's
Moslem Sabbath falls Friday,
Begin's Jewish Sabbath occupies

Saturday and Carter's Christian
Sabbath Sunday.
lt had been thought the religious
oh1ervances would intcrupt all
work.
Although Defense Secretary
Harold Brown joined the summit
gathering for the first time
Thursday, Powell took pains to
discourage speculation he might
have been summoned far discussion
of possible U.S. security guarantees
to be offered Israel.
"All these reports about an
American air base in Sinai are
hogwash," Powell snapped.

0

OTfJilllilations not rnrJeting this deadline wrll need to • - - - - - - .
: r;har\m al)ain for recognition for the 1978-79 school year. "

:·l__:_~~~~~==~:... . _,_'!':~: _':C::J~~:_. .~~m(~=~:._~r~',..du:..E~:~. ..,'!"·.__s_=·_J

.

your rechartering forms.
"
0
o0 Ploase etwck your mail boxes and mailing addresses for:
Q
For more info., call Student Activities Center 277-4706
(>

e New organizations wishing to charter should also meet e
e
this deadline to be included in the '78-79 Campus Key
e
Ct1artering forms rnay be picked up at the
~
•

••
•

Christians unleash artillery

4IJ

Student Activities Center

GRANTS FOR
GRADUATE STUDY
ABROAD
Complete information and applications for
Fulbright and other awards for graduate
study and research abroad in 1979-80 are
now available. Campus deadline for completed Fulbright applications is September
30.
Contact Office of International Programs
and Services, 1717 Rorna NE, 277-4032.

FITNESS CENTEH

NAUTILUS IS HERE
The most advanced concept
in total body conditioning
for both men and women

0.

•

BEIRUT, Lebanon (UP!) 1\raeli-backed Christian militiamen
unleushcd a fierce artillery attack
on a Pale.stinian stronghold in
south Lebanon Thursday ar1d a
Rightist leader charged the United
Stale> and Syria were plotting
against the militias.
Israel added to the tension during
the second day of the Camp David
Middle East Summit meeting by
sending jet fighters cracking sonic
booms over the border area and
deploying gunboats off the
Lebanese coast.

Christian National Liberal Party
leader Dory Chamoun, heading the
second largest militia faction,
charged the Syrians were acting as
"a tool of Washington's implemctation of Kissinger's plot in
Lebanon" to subdue first the
Christians
and
then
the
Palestinians.
"There is no better proof of the
Syrian"American collaboration
than the relative clam artificiaUy
imposed by the Syrians (in Beirut)
last week, preceding Camp David,

Police kill terrorist

DUESSELDORF, West German (UP!) - Baader-Meinhof gangster
Willy Peter Stoll, labeled one of the country's three deadliest terrorists,
was surprised and killed in a Chinese restaurant because he thought
policemen were "dumb" and so hardly bothered to disguise himself, police
said Thursday.
Stoll pulled a pistol loaded with dum-dum bullets when two plainclothed
detectives approached him in the Shanghai restaurant Wednesday night
but the police shot him four times before he could open fire.
Stoll, 28, who joined the West German Red Army faction- popularly
known as the Baader-Meinhof Gang -,.in 1972, carried a forged British
passport and an Austrian identity card, both in the name of Herbert
Wendel, aged 30.
Stoll, one of three persons wanted for nine political killings in West
Germany, also had a British driver's license made out to WendeL
Duesseldorf Police Chief Horst Jaeger said Stoll must have felt safe
because he looked almost the same as his "wanted" posters, which have
flooded the country since Stoll and two companions narrowly escaped
arrest last month. He wore the same eyeglasses and sports clothes and had
the san1e type of haircut. The only attempt at a disguise was a small
mustache.
''He probably thought the police are dumb and became overconfident,"
a police official said.
Other diners recognized Stoll and left the restaurant to call police, who
sent two plainclothesmen. They sat down at a table next to Stoll's and
ordered a cola.
Police said Stoll would probably still be alive if he had heeded the shout:
"Police, hands up!" Instead he reached inside his jacket for his 9mm pistol
loaded with dum·dum bullets.'
One of the plainclothes police shot him three times and the other once.
They said Stoll arrived in the restaurant alone and was not accompanied
by fellow fugitives Christian Klar and Ade!hei.d Stolz, with whom he made
helicopter reconnaissance flights last month that pUt polcie on their traiL
Police said they were puzzled as to why Stoll went to a small restaurant
where he was almost sure to be noticed when he could have chosen a large,
busy beerhall.

meant to prevail until the meeting
ends," Chamoun said in Beirut.
Christian militiamen near the
southeast frontier early Thursday
rained heavy shellfire on the
Palistinian-dominated town of
Nabatiyeh and resumed bombardment
around
nightfall.
Residents said three persons were
wounded.

CHERBOURG, France (UP!)The Queen Elizabeth 2 luxury liner
is due to dock Friday and port
officials at Cherbourg have a whale
of a problem.
He is a 1,100-pound grampus
whale that strayed into Cherbourg
Military Port and has ignored the
best efforts of the Navy, Marine
officials and even a "whale
psychologist" to coax him out.
Now they may kill him.
The 13-foot black whale has
paralyzed port activity since
Tuesday, when he lost his sense of
direction and swam into the
military half of Cherbourg harbor.
The Queen Elizabeth 2, the
world's largest passenger ship, is
due to arrive in Cherbourg Friday.
However officials said there was
"little likelihood" of the whale
interfering with traffic at the
civilian half of the harbor about a
mile away.
But all military shipping was at a
standstill, suspended for fear. the
whale might be hurt by a propeller •
Now, losing patience after three
days of vain efforts to lure the
whale out to sea, authorities are
C'Ohtemplating killing him.
A Navy spokesman said the
whale will soon start to grow
hungry and that to destroy him
would be more merciful than death
by starvation.
The Navy said it tried everything
it could think of to send the whale
to sea. From Paris c~me. a whale
psychologist.
The psychologist said the whale
had to be scared back to its senses.

PEACE CORPS

277-5907

FREE
12 Tape Storage Case
With Purchase Of
ONE MONTH FREE
with enrollment this week
NAUTiLUS is:
'

maxell .

LN·C90 Tapes

1) Efficient ....•. , •••. 20 minutes ' 3 times a week
2) Effective •. , ••.. , •.....•••..• sec results fast
3) No Contract .... , , , , • , , , ••• pay each month
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Whale poses problem
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PIONEER PROJECT 60A
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FREE.
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Editorial

Won't have peace
Hiql1 m tlw rnountauw of Maryland, a meeting is going on and the
world is waitiniJ for its rosults.
Israeli Prime Mmistcr Monac:hem Begin and Egyptian President
Anwar Sadat am wroslling with a question that has plagued the world
s1nco thH bn\Jinninn, the question of puace. In this, their third meeting,
it soems that thoro will be no settlement.
Most of Begin's immediate family died during the Nazi holocaust.
He's a man who is firmly committed to keeping the West Bank of the
Jordan River because of its importance to the Jewish people.
Sadat was once an amateur actor and apparently has not lost his
fondness for the spotlight, such as his dramatic visit to Jerusalem. His
people, too, feel tho importance of having the West Bank.
Both men want peace; that much is easy to see. But how it will
happen isn't. Begin drew up a detailed plan, but it exclude Israeli with·
clmwal of its troops from the West Bank. He did offer Sadat the Sinai
Desert, tor whatever that's worth.
Begin Is the one who must compromise. Israel has the military power
as well as control over the controversial West Bank. Sadat isn't in a
position to do much of anything.
The world is waiting to hear the words "Habemus pacem," (we hav!:l
peace) But no matter how isolated the talks are or who the mediator is,
the world won't be hearing those words echoing from Camp David.

BOGUS NEWS SERVICE
REYKJAVIK, Iceland (BS) -U.S. automakers and Sa.udi Arabian
oil producers met in this frozen wasteland Thursday to discuss trade
agreements between the two countries.
Abdullah Mugwump, a spokesman for the oil producers, said
leaders could not come to an agreement on whether the talks would
be held in the eastern or western hemisphere. Iceland was chosen
because "no one was sure where it is anyway," said Mugwump.
Also attending the conference was an Austr~lian ~ho sa.id he has
perfected a practical steam-powered automobile which Will run on
alcohol.
The Australian urged the conversion of American cars to be fueld
by low-cost, highly available alcohol. "Now is the time to be thinking
of an alternative fuel source," he said,
The automakers said it would be "near impossible" to switch over
the existing equipment. "Modifications are out of the question," said
Jerald Ford, president of Ford Motor Co.
The car producers insulted the Australian, telling him to stay "down
under" and to "go kiss a kangaroo."
The leaders were divided on the issue and verbal outburst temporarily broke up the meeting. Hazar Ben-Khartmite, an old Arab
attending the meeting, offered to settle the schism by telling a story
which he said was relevant.
"Listen. There is an old parable told in my country," he said.
"Once there was a rnan who was crossing the desert. His water ran
out and his camel died, He crawled across the Sahara for three days."
"On the fourth day, being very thirsty, he came upon a merchant
on a camel.
"Water, water," he begged.
The merchant, a travelling salesman, got down off his camel and
brought a suitcase over to the stranded man.
"I don't have any water, but I've got some very nice neckties," said
the salesman, opening his valise.
·
"Neckties!" said the dying man. "I don't need ties, I need water."
"Sorry," replied the merchant, and he got back on his camel and
rode away.
Two days later, the dying man came across another travelling
merchant. "Water, water,'' cried the dying man.
"Here,'' said the merchant. "I've got some great neckties."
nNo, no, no, 11 said the· man. "l need water."
Three days later the man was on his last breath. On the horizon
appeared a camel. Another travelling salesman got down off his camel
and came over to the man.
"Water, water, I need water,'' begged the man.
The man opened his suitcase. "Here, I've some very nice ties,'' he
said.
FoUr days later, the man was on his absolute last breath of life, In
the distance, the man saw an oasis. With h.is last breath, the man
crawled up to the door of the palace.
"Water, I need water," he said.
The door was opened by well·dressed butler, revealing a lavishly·
decorated interior and an opulent feast going on inside.
"I'm sorry sir," replied the butler. "But I can't let you ih unless you
have a tie."
.
. ..
.
.
.
.
•
The automakers said they could not understand how neckties
related to steam cars.
our country doesn't even have any formal ties With Australia,
anyway," Ford said.
.
. .
No date has been set for future meetmgs.
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Parking consideration

Election laws need change
If the most recent ASUNM spring general election
taught any lessons, then we learned two things: first,
the present elections law is outdated; second, the
ASUNM Constitution's financial provisions are too
vague to be useful.
These two problems will be solved in two different
ways. The elections law needs change and a bill to do
that has been submitted to the senate. It is currently
being considered, and ideas are still welcome. A
constitutional amendment is not needed; it would
clwtter the constitution with needless detail. The
regents rejected one such proposal in 1977.
The ,financial problem is more serious, and requires
two constitutional amendments which will be
represented to the voters onf Sept. 13 in a special
election.
The first proposed amendment does several things:
first, it requests a part-time fee for students carrying
six to 11 hours, making them members of AS UN M
with full privileges. It opens ASUNM services to them
and counters declining full·time enrollment. Part-time
students get to vote on this question.
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Secondly, it corrects the vagueness of Article VI
!finances) by specifying how much groups are entitled
to. Right now, a fight has begun over the amount of
money groups defeated in the last election will get.

The proposal would end that.
It may seem unfair to guard the ASUNM government's budget in this proposal, but consider this: if the
government gets no funds, neither would anyone else.
Student organizations and the student body would
collapse, and the administration will gleefully pick up
the pieces, to everyone's detriment. If the government's budget Is defeated under the proposal, its
funding would be severely limited, however, as it
should be.
The second proposed amendment restricts money
referenda to the budget process, where they belong. If
unrestricted referenda were allowed, the sit\Jation
might easily arise where more money is spent by the
referenda than ASUNM has . Then who gets the
money, and how much? Yet several such referenda
were proposed as threats last spring.
Both of these proposals were considered carefully
before they were submitted, and the senate was
allowed plenty of time to study them before it approved them. The LOBO recently ran two articles
explaining the proposals, and further information may
be obtained from this writer.
These amendments are sorely needed. Please vote
YES on questions one and two when you vote on
Sept. 13.

Editor:
Being a handicapped student on campus is difficult at best
when conditions ore optimum. Unfortunately, best isnot
usually the case. The vast majority of students at UNM am
more than willing to lend a helping hand to a handicapped
student by opening doors and helping wheelchairs over bar
riers such as curbs. But there are those few who by their inconsiderate actions, help make each school day a kind of
hell. I am referring specifically to those who park illegally in
handicapped zones which are clearly marked.
In particular, there is an area between Carlisle Gym and
Mitchell Hall which seems to be a favorite for illegal parkers.
What such violators do not know is that they frequently block
the entrance to a door in Carlisle Gym which opens into the
room where about ten disabled students store their motorized
wheelchairs. When this happens, the handicapped student
cannot get his wheelchair out of the room and is unable to
attend classes that day, It is bad enough to park illegally, but
to block a door is absolutely stupid.
The other day a student had to wait helplessly in his car for
an hour and a half until the campus police were able to get
there and help the student. Such experiences sould never
happen. A little consideration and attention to the parking
regulations on campus would alleviate an unnecessary barrier
to students who are faced with more than their share each
day.
Lucretia Tippi1

ASUNM pending legislation
Opinion

Aborted justice
In view of the abortion of justice during and following the spring
election of '78 and previous elections, an obvious need arises for many
election reforms. Following the spring election of '78, 25 of the 34
candidates were charged with election violations. Thirty-five charges
including illegal campaign ads, false financial. statements,. overexpenditure purgery, libelous campaign ads and Illegal campa1gn C?n·
tributions. One elected official used a lawyer in front of the elect1on
commission to defend charges of purgery, false financial statements
and illegal campaign contributions.
The election commission did an exceptional job of trying to surface
and prosecute these corrupt campaign practices. The election com·
mission is not presently structured or given the adequate powers to
accomplish its assigned duties. As seen at the presidential level, corrupt
campaign practices breed corrupt officials.
Our electoral process needs reform now, not at election time: The
accountability of our elected representatives must also be more ng1dly
and uniformly enforced. We need reform that works, reform that deals
with the very real concerns we have in a way which improves the
electoral process instead of simply coating it with the appearance of
change. As Vice President Garcia has so candidly stated, "~he senate
won't take action against itself." This leaves no alternative to the
students of UNM but to do the reforming themselves.
A series of constitutional amendments are needed to deal with the
election process. The election commission is in need of clearly·defined
powers in order to enforce election regulations. Candidate's financial
statements should be required and printed in the LOBO two days prior
to the election. This would give the election commission the ability to
invalidate candidates or postpone the election, if needed. The outgoing
president and vice president should not be members of the election
committee. This would insure ASUNM against "political dynasties'' as
in the past.
We are in need of a constitutional amendment creating a committee
for responsible student government. This committee should be nonpolitical group insuring students of honest and open politics, valid
elections and acco~ntable officials. During the year, this group of five
members would be in charge of mobilizing initiative, referendum and
recall. Initiative is a means for overcoming the apathy or inertia of a
legislative body or its refusal to enact legislation for which there is a
popular demand. Referendum is a device whereby an unpopular law
passed by a legislature dominated by some special interest may be
prevented from going into effect. Recall is the process whereby a
popular vote will dismiss an official before the end of his term.
This group would use ORCA for determining student opinions and
would be able to act upon those opinions. It would be able to censor
senators for absenteeism (as already stated but enforced in the con·
stitUtion).
At election time this committee should be responsible for the
maintenance, regulation, publicity and enforcement of reporting of
political finance. It should be empowered with seeking injunctions,
conducting investigations and cause criminal actions to be brought by
the attorney general.
The purpose of college politics is to prepare leaders for the future in
state and national politics. The college campus snould also be a training
ground for insuring honest election procedures and accountable
elected officials,
I do not expect these amendments to be well-recieved by the senate.
These amendments would rob them of some of its unquestioned power
and make it more difficult to rise to the office of president or vice
president honestly. Please keep this in mind as the senate tries to slash
and water down these amendments.
Joe Cicero

LOBO workshop
bon't forget the LOBO workshop tomorrow morning. Journalism
students and current LOBO reporters - this means you, .too, The
workshop wili begin at 10 a.m. and will run until about noon. All
aspects of putting the newspaper together will be discussed with
most of the emphasis on gathering information and putting it to
paper. A smattering of editing, photography and technical procedures
within the newsroon will also be covered.
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Pending legislation in the senate
committees for this past week
include:
Steering and Rules Committee
Bill #1 Reorganization of the
Lobby Committee
II 2 Repealer of old Lobby
Committee bill
II 4 Membership for ASUNM in
Albuquerque Chamber of Com-

merce.
II 6 Senate Parliamentarian
# 7 Senate assistants
II 8 Reorganization of the
Election Committee
II 9 Establishing a policy for
appointments
#1 0 Open meetings law
1111
Establishment
of
a
Homecoming Committee
Finance Committee
Appropriation Bill #1 American
Society of Mechanical Engineers $2,602
II 2 Office of Research and
Consumer Affairs - $3,394
# 3 Resident Hall Students
Association - $2,420
II 4 Black Student Union $4,832.75
II 5 Interfraternity CounciiPanhellenic, $3,125
II 6 ATM Business Assoc.,
$2,250.75
II 7 Student Activities Daytime
Program - $4,900
fl 8 NM PIRG - $5,500
II 9 Disabled on Campus - $742
#10 ASA Gallery- $1,895
l01ternal businesss numbers one,
two, and three were passed by the
Senate.
Internal business numbers o 1a
and two will be voted on in t! e
Sept. 13 special election. Both

propose amendments to the
ASUNM
Constitution.
Internal
Business 111, if it passes, would
provide a mandatory, pro-rated
ASUNM fee for part-time students.
For this reason, it was passed by
the Senate. This allows part-time
students who are not members of
ASUNM to vote, on a separate
ballot, in the upcoming special
election,
1nternal Business #2 provides for
a line change to Article VIII,

Section 4 of the ASUNM Con·
stitution. This proposed amendment would restrict allocation and
appropriatrion of ASUNM funds to
the spring general election or to a
special bud11et referendum.

FM 94

AM 61

Deletion of Name From
1978-79 Student Directory
Any student wishing to have his/her name and/or other in·
formation (year classification, college, local phone number,
local or commuting address, permanent address) deleted
from the Student Directory should stop by the Student Ac·
tivities Center located on the first floor of the New Mexico
Union Building(SUB) before September 8, and fill out the ap·
propriate form. We can delete information but are unable to
make any changes in the material
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For the best flys in town

SKATEBOARD
*CITY*

(505) 255-4336
106 Morningside NE

PREPARE fOR:
MCAT • DAT • LSAT • GRE
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NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS
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Keith Moon dies

... College
t· •>rl1oll\lt':J ]ft!lll Jl<ll(l'l

Albuquerque Chamber of Comrnercc, wilkh ;upport; the comlllllllity college plan, call> fears thlll
vocational-technical and academic
d"dplinc; arc incompatible
"baldcrda,h." 1\laborating, he
"ud, "lr1 I 1!76 there were four
mrllion
;tudcnts enrolled
uatiouwidc in contmunity colleges.
01 tlwt number, I wo million were
cruollcc.l in technkaJ .. vocatkmaJ
JHogram~,, Thcres no connlct.tl
The lJnivcrsity of Albuquerque is
awuncd to fullill the academic
,.,mtplcmcnt to the rroposcd
comnnmit col
The U. of A.

Board of Trustee' 1' officially in
Javor or the plan, as is Prc.lidcnt
Laurance Smith.
According to the plan, the
current community support for TV!, a four-mill properly tax levy ($4
tax on every $1000 property
valuation), would be tran~ferred to
support of the community college.
State and federal funding, in addition to tuition fees for academic
courses which arc suitable for
transfer to New Mexico four-year
colleges, will provide the remainder
of financial support for the
communi! v college.

Bronica S-2 Outfit .....•.• $750
Canon AEl, f .14 ......... $289.95
Nikormat EL, f2, ..•... $279.95

LONDON (UP!)- Keith Moon,
31 , flamboyant drummer for the
British rock group, "The Who"
whose volatile manner and
uninhibited lifestyle earned him the
nickname the "wild man of pop,"
died Thursday at his .London
apartment, police said.
A pollee spokesman said Moon
was found dead in bed at his
apartment in the ex<;lusive Mayfair
district. He said Moon's fiancee
found the body and summoned his
personal
physician
who
pronounced Moon dead.
Both police and officials at
Middlesex Hospital, where the
body was taken, said no information on the cause of death
would be released pending the
outcorne of a coroner's report
expected Thursday nighl,
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United Campus Ministry
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WELCOMING ALL STUDENTS
SEEKING A PROGRESSIVE
CHRISTIAN FELLO\iVSHIP!
Fridays G: .30 p.m.: Singing Group; Folk Choir.
Fridays 7:.30 p.m. -T.V. & Garnes Night.
Sundays 5:30p.m. -INSIGHT/INCITE
(Christian discussion group).
-light meal 75 cents
-provocative discussion
- recreational activities
(Topic for September 10: Student Activism
in Folk Music, Tom Parrot.)
Tuesday, September 12: BibleStudy7p.m.,
Dr. Gerald Kendrick.
Open all weekdays for study; recreation and
Co-op
Housing;
conversation;
Retreats;
Counseling, and Luncheon Dialogues.
Harry ]olws & Dan Turner, Co-Pastors
LO<'ation: 1801 Las Lomas 1\oad, N.E. (on campus) Ph.
247-0497.
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Agora needs volunteers: An
orientation meeting will be held on
Monday, at 7 p.m. in Mitchell. Hall
122. lf you can't make it, call 277013.

Dr. Fred Schueler will hold forth
on "Weakness of Will," today. Dr.
Schueler suggests that those
planning to attend his. presentation
read an article by Donald Davidson
which is on reserve in the
philosophy department library.
Free coffee and cookies at 3 in the
lounge, discussion at 3:30 in the
library. All are cordi dally invited to
attend.

Philip Morris Incorporated
Announces Its
Marketing/Communications Competition
The Competition: Philip Morris Incorporated is sponsoring its
Tenth Annual Marketing/Communications Competition, offering winners cash awards for the development of a marketing/ communications
proposal related to the company's non-tobacco products or operations.
ll is designed to provide students with realistic and practical business
experience to supplement their classroom learning.
The Topic: Students may propose a program in corporate rcspon·
sihility, marketing. promotion. advertising, college relations, communications, community relations, urban affairs, government atTairs, etc.
The Judges: Members of the selection committee arc: Eugene H.
Kummcl. Chairman, McCann Erickson; Mary Wells Lawrence, Chair·
man, Wells, Rich. Grcehe; Arjay Miller, Dean, Stanford Business School;
William Roder. President, Ruder & Finn; and James C. Bowling, Senior
Vice President. Philip Morris I ncorporatcd.
The Students: The Competition is open to students currently enrolled in any accredited college or university. Undergraduate students
must work in grout"ls of five or more, and graduate students in groups of
two or more, both under the counsel of a full-time faculty member.
The Prize: A first place award of $1 ,000 and a second place award
of $500 will be presented to the winning entries in the undergraduate and
graduate categories.
The Deadline: The Clc;ldline fc)r proposals is December 15, 1978.
Write us and we will supply back·
ground inforrnalion on the program
and on the corporation ahd its
products.
Philip Morris Marketing/
Communications G0mpotilioh
Philip Morris Incorporated
1 00 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017

Please send me additional information
on tho Gornpelilion.
Name __________________
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

School~-----------~

PHILIP MORRIS U.S.A., PHILIP MORRIS INTERNATIONAL, MILLER 13Rf;WtNG COMPANY,
SEVEN-UP COMPANY, PHILIP MORRIS INDUStRIAL, MISSION VIEJO COMPANY.
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Moon, who has been described as
a "one-man lvnatic fringe," had
appeared Wednesday night at a
Ia vish party in London celebrating
the birthday of late rock star Buddy
Holly.
A native of Wembley, London,
he rose to fame with "The Who" in.
the early 1960s. The group,
regarded as one of the world's top
rock b~.nds, is best known for its
album of the rock opera "Torn-

melodies.
He delighted in a wild lifestyle
that kept him constantly in the
public eye- both in Britain and in
California, where he lived for three
years.
He reportedly once drove a
limousine into a swimming pool
and frequently smashed furniture in
hotel rooms, dropping the pieces
out the windows.

my.)!

A British rock producer once said
of Moon: "This country could save
itself billions of dollars by just
scrapping all its defenses and
employing Keith Moon on a fulltime basis. He's far more
dangerous than anything science
has invented."
Moon divorced his wife Kirn in
1975. They had one daughter.

In it> early years, the group
ern ph asi zed destruct! ve antics,
including the breaking up of their
instruments, on stage but later
concentrated on musical in·
novation.
Moon was known for a driving,
rolling playing style on which the
group built its powerful, rhythmic
Folkdance, through Continuing
Education, starts tonight at 7 in
Carlisle Gym. It will be taught by
C. Goldblatt.

maro

Arena addition

* * 1<

All Rio Grande Zoo visitors
carrying a camera will be admitted
half-price this weekend. It's an
opportunity to take pictures for the
first annual zoo photo contest.

An open house for all faculty and
professional staff will be held at the
Faculty Club today from 4 to 8
Spurs members will
p.m.
Saturday afternoon at
Roosevelt Park.
The Association for Women in
Science and Engineering will hold
its org.,nizational meeting today in
the North SUB Ballroom, A film,
Women in Engineering, will be
shown at 2:40 p.rn., and the
meeting will follow the film at
approximately 3:20.

The Honors Center presents
"The process of Learning from
Experience,"
by
Carolina
Oirimonte, a hurnan relations
consultant today from 1:30 to 3:30
at the Honors Center Lounge in the
Humanities Building.

meet
4 in

United Ministries Center presents
"The Era of Student Activism in
Folk Music," Tom Parrot performing on Sunday evening plus a
75c rneal at 5:30, program at 6:30.
1801 Las Lomas N.E.

***

The United Ministries Center
holds
weekly
contemporary
worship service Friday's at 3 p.m.
and guitar communion service at
1801 Las Lomas, N.E. Open to all
students,

***
The Elections Commission will
hold a meeting today at 3 in room
230 of the SUB. All persons are
invited to attend.

There will be a PEC Committee
rneeting today in roorn 245 of the
SUB.

,.. ,.. ""

The philosoph)' department
would like to sponsor a picnic for
faculty, graduate students, and
interested undergraduates in the
next few weeks. Anyone with
suggestions regarding place, time
and forrnat should step forward
with

Medilation Class will begin
Monday at 5:15 p.rn. in room 144
of the Humanities Building. Class
will be open until Sept. 25. For
rnore information contact Symphonyof Life at 255-1506.

The UNM campus observatory
will be open to the public, weather
permitting, from 8:30 to 10:30 p.m.
tonight. The 15-inch telescope will
be focused on the moon. The 12be trained on
i nch telescope
Beta-Cugni, a yellow and blue
double star in Cygnus. Admission is
free.

will

to be used for
3 classrooms

BOOTS

The addition which will be built
on to the arena to host the 1983
N a tiona! Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) basketball
finals, will also serve as classrooms
for the Division of Continuing
Education .and Community Services, said Van Dorn Hooker,
university architect.
The $350,000 addition, which
will provide roorn for an expected
400 sports journalists, will be
divided by partitions into three
classrooms for the 300-400 continuing education students.
A food storage room at the arena
will also be used as a classroom.
Constrtuction of the single-story
wing of the southeast corner of the
basketball arena will begin about 10
months after funding is received,
through either the legislature or a
UNM bond issue, Hooker said.

ladies' & Men's

20°/o
Off
lobo

Continuing education specializes
POUlSEN PHOTO
in traditional and non-traditional
A
new
addition
will
be
built
onto
the
south
side of the
educational activities, conferences,
workshops, and two-year degree Arena ticket office, in anticipation of 400 sportswriters who
programs.
will be covering the 1983 NCAA finals, to be held here.

2120 Central SE

LAST DAY

Black blasts BSU apathy
A former officer in the Black
Student Union (BSU) said in a
.recent interview that there should
be rnore student involvement in the
organization at UNM.
Sharon McCray, past president
and vice president of the BSU at
Lincoln University in Oxford,
Penn. said, "There is hardly any
student participation in the BSU at

Enrollment
leveling off
By EMILY AKIN
A decrease in UNM student
enrollment is having its effect on
the Faculty Senate. Senate
!.>resident Professor Jan Roebuck,
said the two-year senate needs to
change its proceedings if it is to
respond properly to a leveling off
or student enrollment.

UNM.
She said that at the most recent
meeting, only four students showed
up.
McCray said that two of those
present were coordinators.
There are more than 300 black
students now enrolled at UNM.
McCray said that black students
at UNM seern more concerned with
,giving patties than actually dealing
with BSU business at hand.
McCray said that she graduated
frorn high school in New York City
at the age of 16. She said that she

In the past, the Faculty Senate
has acted primarily in emergency
situations, said Roebuck. Roebuck
said, due to maintenance stage, the
Senate will have to plan ahead in its
decisions. If the Senate plans
ahead, said Roebuck, it can
adequately deal with current UNM
problems.
Roebuck said better communication channels are needed
b~tween the Senate and faculty
mernbcrs. Beginnitlg this week, the
Senate Will issue its memorandums,
"Senate A,:tions"., in a new stye.
Instead of the Actions printed on
white paper, it Will be printed on
salrnon"colored paper with a new
logo in the teft-hand corner. The
new style wlll be shortened to 1-2
pages, rather than the old 4-5
pages.
Roebuck said, "No one ever
reads it. This new forrnat will attract the faculty mernbets' attention.;,
Roebuck said she hopes the
changes in "Senate Actions" will
encourage faculty input to senate
proceedings .

Saturday, Sept. 9
ALL TEXTBOOK SALES FINAL
AFTER THIS DATE!

Student Book Store
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Coast to Coast

Speaker

"The growth stage of UNM has
ended,"
The University is now entering a
maintenance stage or zero
population growth, Roebuck said.
Roebuck said the senate will have
to begin working on the assumption
that UNM will maintain its current
growth level. The President says
stable student enrollment could
effect hiring personnel and
enlarging campus facilities ..

For textbook refunds and exchang

was selected for the BAMD
program upon graduation.
This program would have her
finish her undergraduate work in
two years, and complete her
medical school work at Hanehaman
Medical School in Philadelphia in
two years.
She said that pressure made it
impossible for her to continue in
the BAMD program.
She recently transferred to UNM
where she said numerous people
have aided her in her adjustment to
her new university.

525 :sto1res

men's
243-6954 ShOp

Mon. thru Fri.11-7
Sat.10·6

Clearance
Save On
BIC
Cerwin Vega
ECI
Pioneer
Technics
Now is
the time

ECI
Audi Prophile
model640
you've waited
for a speaker
system to come along that you could
add to your system. Well, here it is.
This is one example of hundreds of savings

Savings of 15·50°/o on
speakers in stock
5005 Menaul NE
262-0858
Across From Labelles

$99.

Model
pro 600

each-

Custom Hi Fi

W_e Accept:

Cash, Checks

Bank·
Americ8rd
&
Mast'ercharge
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Ask About
Our 10·Month
No Interest
Layaway
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Visit To A Recording Session

"Always something happening'
';

1

Dormwife' copes in all-male hall
lly TOM AS SOH)

27 year old l.indn Wnnth is the

FILM MAKING
A "Hands-on"
Introduction
Taught by film maker
Gary Doberman
A workshop emphasizing
the use of·16mm eouipment

nnly female living in an all-male.
residence hallatUNM.
Linda is the wife of Paul Woods,
residence director at Coronado
Hall, an all-male facility. His job
requires that he live in the242-room
resklence hall.
Last year, they lived in the
residence halls at Ohio Wesley
Univer.sity in Delaware, Ohio.
"A dorm's a dorm," Linda said,
"There's not much difference from
the w-ed one we lived in last year."
"There's always something
happening, and I like that," Linda
said.

266·0863
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Campus llicyclc and Moped IBehmdOkwsJ
DISCOUNT PRICES
SEKAI Bicycles

ed•MOPED

The couple lives in a three-room
apartment at Coronado Hall. She
~aid, "This is nicer than last year

for a university."

'

Linda said about Paul's job, "I
wouldn't want a job like that. ll's
like a 24-hour job."
Paul has to be available to
students and the advisory staff in
everyday situations and in case of
emergency.
Linda said last year Paul had his
appointments book in their
apartment so she could write in
notes, which took care of a lot of
problems. She also said having his

MOSCOW (UP!) Senator
Edward Kennedy broke off his
attendance at an international
health conference in the Soviet
Central Asian city of Alma Ata and
flew to Moscow late Thursday.
Kennedy is expected to have talks

Thieves steal116
cam pus bicycles
lACKIO 1';\Ch
t' Umnn

O.,{urrin~ I ,i\'

SUB Theatre·
Friday Sept. 8
7:00 and 9:15
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Little Nemo·1910
Krazy Kats No. 2-1917
Old Man of the Mountain ·1933
(Cab Calloway and Betty Boop) ·
Superman: Mechanical Monsters-1943
Red Hot Mama(Betty Boop}·1933
To Duck or Not to Duck·1942
Wackiki Wabbit (Bugs Bunny)-1943
The Put On (English}·1968
Do It Yourself Cartoon Kit·1961
Bambi Meets Godzilla-1969
The Interview (Pintoff)·1969

into a dorm,~~
When Paul received the job offer
to be a residence director at UNM,
they both discussed their future.
Linda said, "1 was glad. We
discussed opportunities and areas
we liked. 1 also have an aunt living
here (in Albuquerque}, so l'm close
to my family."
Linda said she likes to crochet,
needle
point and read non·fktion,
Linda also said they were both a
such
as
how-to magazine articles
bit individualistic. "When he's off
and
cookbooks.
to a meeting, it gives me more time
She also likes bowling. She said,
to do things 1 want to do."
"I try hard. I like it a lot and I like
When Linda invites someone to the people."
Linda is now taking a self-paced
lunch, she said she can feel some
hesitancy on the person's part. algebra class at the university and is
"They hold back because they a graduate secretary in the special
don't know what to expect going education department.

oJ'ficc in the same building in which
they live is a big advantage.
Paul will sometimes have
meetings in their apartment. Linda
said, "Last year we had quite a fr.w
meetings in our apartment, but I let
him know when I didn't like it and
he'd have them elsewhere."

About people
Kennedy to Russia

1!1)!11\ilf licfWIII\11\

Inspector Bob Raymond of the
UNM Campus Police said that
current figures show that Il6
bicycles have been stolen since the
beginning of this semester, with
each bicycle costing from $80 to
$200.
"Presently, Operation Identification is in affect," he said.
"The owners social security
number is stamped on the bicycle."
Raymond said that students
should keep a photo of their bicycle
and a copy of the serial number.
"l strongly urge the use of thick
cables and heavy chains with casehardened padlocks on all bicycles,"
he said.
Raymond said bicycles should be
parked at bicycle racks, and should
be parked in a well-lighted area
during the night.
Raymond said bicycles should
not be chained to any doors, rails or
fire hydrants.
First-time violators of these rules
are given a verbal warning, he
remarked, and after that ad.ministrative action can be taken.

here with Soviet officials. American
diplomatic sources have spoken of
a possible meeting with Soviet
President Leonid Brezhnev,
He is also expected to meet U.S.
Arms Negotiator Paul Warnke,
director of the U.S. Arms Control
and Disarmament Agency, who is
in Moscow for two days of talks
aimed at reaching a new agreement
on strategic arms limitation.
Kennedy announced on the first
day of the primary health care
conference, which is jointly
sponsored by the World Health
Organization and the U.S.
International Children's Fund, that
he would not stay till the end but
would fly back to Moscow.

Pray for peace
JERUSALEM
(UPI)
American evangelist Ruth Carter
Stapleton said Thursday her
brother the president wants
everyone to pray for peace during
the summit talks at Camp David.
"The people at Camp David
want to have the affirmation and
know that the people are behind
their desires too," Stapleton said at
a reception at City Hall.
She said she got the message
from the President in a phone call
relayed by a friend.
"I've been so amazed at the deep
concern of the people here for
peace,'' Stapleton said. She is in
Israel on a pilgrimage to Christian
holy
sites.

Delegate resigns
WASHINGTON .(UP!)- David
Walters resigned as President

Carter's delegate to the Vatican
about two weeks ago, Vice
President Walter F. Mondale
revealed Thursday.
"He wanted to make sure the
post was available for a new appointment in light of the new
pope," Mondale told a group of
religious journalists.
Monda!e, who attended the
inauguation of Pope John Paul in
Rome last weekend, said no one has
been selected to fill the post. He
said he discussed at the Vatican
"the timing of who might take his
place."
Mondale said he had discussed
the matter briefly with Carter after
he returned from Rome.
Carter named Walters, 61, an
international lawyer from Miami,
as his personal representative in
July I 977. He succeeded Henry
Cabot Lodge.

Shy Imelda
MANILA, PHILIPPINES (UP!)
- Ph iii ppine First Lady I meld a R.
Marcos,
denied
knowledge
Thursday of her nomination to
receive the 1977 Nobel Peace Prize.
"Some
people
must be
dreaming," Mrs. Marcos said when
told that Chief Justice Fred Ruiz
Castro of the Philippine Supreme
Court, two legislators and another
Filipino jurist nominated her.
"I don't think there's any truth
of that,'' she said. But when told
that Castro had confirmed it, she
said, "Well, that is their human
right. This is the first time I heard
of it.,;
The government Philippine news
agency had carried the news
Tuesday but a "kill" was subsequently ran by the agency to
cancel the story saying it was a
request (rom the first lady's
spokesman.
Castro nominated Mrs. Marcos
for her "unrelenting efforts to
bring peace and international
understanding through friendship
among all nations."

East meets West
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UNM'S NITE SPOT
Dance To:

Likely Storey
'·

Friday and Satmday Sept. 8, 9
doots open at 8:30
ASUNM
Students

$1.00
Others

$1.50

and began pia yin!! chords. 1 h~
other membe" of Head I·irst went
Cerrilloo, New Mexico is a quiet scpan.lle ways and Oren continued
little village of din street&, old to check his clcctronb. There was
wooden and adobe houses and no hurry to their operation, no
shops. It's the type of place thought that studio time for a
easterners like to call "quaint." recording session can cost $100 per
One of the buildings, however, hour and more.
hides one of the most up-to-date,
With costs like that it is hard for
state-of-the-art recording studios in a normal har band to pay for a
the state.
recording session. But Head First is
The Clear Light Opera House is not the normal bar band. As a
an80-year old adobe building on the ~roup, they've been playing
outside. Inside, divided into three together for over three years, longer
rooms, is Kluget Sound-Cerrillos' than the average life span of a bar
version of the big recording studios band. They've had the dedication,
in L.A. A year-and-a-half ago, Ron and the talent (fortunately), to
Oren came to Cerrillos and began accumulate over $20,000 worth of
work on renovating the Clear equipment, and to use that
Light.
equipment well enough to have
Oren is a tall, quiet, curly-haired been noticed by several record
electronics wizard who earns his companies. The purpose of this
living working for bands as a record recording session is to put together
producer 11nd sound engineer. a demo tape for the group's
When the Clear Light became manager to present to the record
available, he and several Cerri)los companies. The next step-if they
residents gutted the .inside of the can sign on with a company-will
building and, slowly and with a be an album.
great deal of craftsmanship, began
Dave Zajicek (pron. Zi-check)
building Kluget Sound. Today, picks up his guitar and, on signal
after a year-and-a half worth of from Oren in the recording booth,
work, the studio is still not com- begins a half-hour practice session.
pletely fini·shed but it is in use. The In the booth, Ron adjusts the
electronics are in, the rooms are sounds he hears Dave play. Persoundproofed, the twenty-four fection on the recording is the key.
track tape recorder is ready to roll It has to sound good to sell, and no
on a recording session for band matter how talented the musician,
known as Head First.
the key to good sound rests with the
The members of Head F.ir- producer-the man who knows
st-Jeff Watney, Dave Zajicek, how to manipulate the electronics.
Brett Tugle, and Tom Fillman- The other members of Head Firbegan drifting into the studio at st-Brett on piano and Jeff on
about 10:30 in the morning. They bass-listen for a few minutes and
had been in the studio until almost then begin their own sound tests.
midnight the night before and Fillman, on drums, is separated
appeared relaxed, confident that from his partners by a second
their previous session had gone soundproofed booth. It is eerie to
well. They gathered around Oren to see a man pound away at a drum
talk about what they had taped the set, yet hear no sound,
night before. Fillman, the group's
Oren, seated behind his six-foot
drummer, walked away from the long mixing board in his own
group and sat down at the piano soundproofed booth, has control of
by Joe Wesbrook

Door prizes
Contests
A elm ission
Studcnlsplus uguest
SLOO w/l.TNM ID public 32.00

COME ON .~r&D Pli.R'l''Yl

TOKYO (UP!) .Princess
Margaret of Britain wiil make a
four-day trip to Japan next month
and present a medal to Japan's
Princess Chichibu for her con·
tribution to Anglo-Japanese
friendship, it was announced
Thursday.
·
The imperial household agency
said the British princess wil1 arrive
in Tokyo Oct. 8 and confer the
Dame Grand Cross of the Most
Distinguished Order of St. Michael
and St. George on the Japanese
princess at the British Embassy the
next day.
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Arts Events

Friday, Sept. 8
Recital; Daniel Gwin, Bass recital,
assisted by Colleen Shein berg on
piano and Arthur Sheinberg on
bass, 8:15 p.m., Keller Hall.
Admission charge.
Films; "Women In Engineering,"
10 a.m. and 2:40 p.m., "Sally
Garcia," 10'30 a.m. and 2 p.m.,
North SUB Ballroom. Free.
Jlilm; "Animation Night I,'' II
animated films from 1910 through
1969, 7 and 9:15 p.m., SUB
Theater. Admission charge.
Dance; "Likely Storey", 9 p.m.,
Subway Station. Admission charge.

Woman," the slick sequel to
"Ennanuel," 7, 9:15 and I I :30
p.m., SUB Theater. Admission
charge.
Dance; see Friday.
Continuing Events;
Exhibit; "The Ballad of the Crying
Bead and Related Drawings" by
Ha•·· ·ony Hammond, Room 202,
Ne\\ Art Building, Mon.-Fri. 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Free.
Exhihit; Watercolors by David
Gale, Jonson Gallery, 1909 Las
Lomas Rd. N.E., daily except
Monday, Noon-6 p.m. Free.
Exhibit; 19th Century Navajo
Weaving, Maxwell Museum, M·F 9
Saturda)·,Sept. 9
a.m.-4 p.m., Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.,
Film; "Emmanuel; The Joys of a Sun 1-5 p.m. Free.
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: all students i
& Teachers with current I.D.
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•• California Art Supply, Inc. •
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COMMERCIAL ART SUPPLIES I LETRASET I FORMAn /CHARTPAK

•

ART & CRAFT SUPPUESIORAFT'ING SUPPLIES/PICTURE FRAMING
2510 Cent,.l. A.ve. SE, Al.buquerque., NY 87106 I 505-265-3733
ACfiO~iS FROM JOHNSON GVM
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the wssion no\\. It i\ 1 p.m. 1 he
bc~ins a short rehearsal,
playing a song they had tried to
tape the lllght before. un,atislled
\\ith their previous effort on the
'011!' ""[ ol.ast", they IJad dhcm>cd
where they thought the tune went
wrong and what they could do to
correct it. From the top, they tried
it over and over again. By I :30 they
told Oren they were ready to try a
tape. Oren made some lasHccond
adjustment.\ and the tape began to
roll.
·
While Head first is playing in the
studio, while the tape is picking up
every nuance of sound they
produce, Oren is constantly
switching what is being broadcast
into the booth. The drums, then
bass, then Tuggle's piano-Oren is
adjusting, listening. You can
almost see the wheels turning in his
head as the tape reels turn. Separate
instruments, then the band
together, back and forth from one
to the other he makes his electronic
magic while the band plays on.
At 2 o'dock the band takes a
break to listen to what they've put
on tape. Only one take of ''To
Last" satisfies them. It will be one
of the songs that goes on the demo
tape to the record companies, Three
and one half hours after they first
came into the studio, a piece of
music has been transferred onto
tape. On that few hundred feet of
tape a band is willing to stake their
career. Ron Oren decides it's time
for a beer.

Atts

~roup

,.,,

\
l
From left, Jeff Watney (bass), Brett Tuggle,
Da_ve Zajicek (guitar), and Tom Fillman .

QUALITY

+ PRICE

VALUE

\l<'l~ORTED FfiOt.,
GOLD

M.EXJCO

Editor's Note: For those of you
who frequent our local pubs Head
First will be playing in town this
weekend at The Establishment.

*****
The Popular Entertainment
Committee will sponsor two dances
this weekend on Friday and
Saturday nights in the Subway
Station, located in the basement of
the SUB. The band for both dances
will be Likely Storey.

Don 't

Forget
Dinner

Spm·lOpm

Happy Hour

5·11
on Fri. & Sat

4pm·8pm
Mon·Fri.

Weekend
Football
On Giant
Screen TV

D~nceTo:

Spectrum

SILVER
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Record May Fall
ttNM tullha~k :-v1ik~ William•. n~cr.h Jml 'JH yaah a~:umlthe Rainbow
warriw> of llawuti to br~:mnc the :dl·timc lcadin¥ ru\hcr al lJNM and
mmr• ahl'ad ol hr·d Henry.
1 a't year Will.tatm avl,nl!!,Cd 10'1.6 yard' a )!amc and wa; the nation''
l'lth leading ru>hcr, dc~pitc mi>;ing the lu\t lWlllC of tlw Wa\on. la\t year
a)!Jilll\t Hawaii, Willi:um ran l'ot 184 yanh in :l7 currie;.
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An ASUNM special election
will be held on
Wednesday September 13.
The reason for the election is to
vote on two constitutional
amendments

Amendment of Article VI
Amendment II Article VIII, Sect IV
Polling places:
SUB 9-4

La Posada 9-5
NE corner of Mitchell Hall 9-5
West side of President Davis's lawn 9-5

Absentee ballots wUI be available
in room 242 of the SUB
Poll workers are needed

Spil<ers Open With Tourney
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There's no problem
di;tinguishing coaches from
players. Coaches seem to have a
concerned look and UNM
volleyball coach Cathy Lies is no
exception to this rule. Walking into Carlisle gym during a volleyball
practice, Cathy can be found advL~ing her players.

'

'·

Aloha
Lobos
Much of Albuquerque will be asleep when the first
verdict comes trickling in from across the Pacific, in
this, the trial year for Bill Mondt.
Al 12:30 a.m. Sunday (MDT) the 1978 football
sca.,on opens f'or both the Hawaii Rainbow Warriors
and the Lobos from UNM.
The Lobos have not lost a season opener since 1970,
when Iowa State did the trick 32-3. Last year the
Lobos were again in the Pacific and jumped out to a
27-3 half-time lead, before holding on to win 35-36.
Mondt has led the Lobos to 19 wins in 45 tries in
four years, an average of less than five a year. He
survived a move that would have removed him from
his job last year. A losing season this year cannot help
his future at UNM.
But Mondt says, "The team is far ahead of where it
was last year at this time."
Last year seems like a long time ago, Preston
Dennard was still working his magic and Bill Canty

Ticks
Picks

was calling the plays from the sidelines as the offensive
coordinator.
Canty is gone and Mondt said the quarterbacks will
get to call some of the plays this year.
But Mike Williams is still here pursuing Fred
Henry's career rushing record and Charles Baker is
still here pursuing quarterbacks.
And Mondt says, "Jimmy Sayers is way above"
freshmen Mike Carter at the half-back slot. "Sayers
has more experience. It makes a big di ffercnce.
And the Lobo's first game will make a big difference. Hawaii, the land where the record high is 92
and the record low is 53, will test for the Lobos.
Hawaii is a better team than last year, but certainly not
better than a team which hopes to be playing football
on Christmas Day in the Holiday Bowl.
The Lobos must win this one and they should win it
by about21-3. But whatever the result, it should figure
into UNM's "aloha" to Bill Mondt. Fortunately for
Mondt "aloha" has two meanings.
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Camp~s Auto Parts
2112 Central SE M-F 8-6
247-0321
C/o~~~ ~~nday

Saturday
~pt. 9th
."Regrster all week
for Door Prizes to be
·given away Saturday
Need Not Be Present To Win I

'

Sat •
Only •
Parts Plus Frisbee
with $10 puchase to
First 75 Customers

g
.

•

Autoli~e Spark Plugs ·

Rand McNally
Road Atlas

A $1.95Vatue Only

Regular Plugs. _, •. only 69• ea
Resistor Plugs •.. only 79• ea

25¢

~-········ Q~~-~iitY

~12foot

.

'Li;,;it;d·· ..•..•,

i Parts Plus
l Oil Filters. . . •

Booster Cables
$6.95

PH8A
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l.only 99¢
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Sale prices good Sept. 6·9
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Jo Scott at
Nob Hill Hoffler
Shop
Easy, carefree styles
for men, women,
children.
perms, haircuts,
manicures, facials

call 266-5091 for
appointment

109A Carlisle SE
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"This weekend we open the
season with the Triple Tournament
at Carlisle gym. The National

llaily J.Ol\0, SPJll<'<llbt>r H, l!liH

Featur.es Coming
On Lobo Gymnasts
h>nncr l OllO 'polls editor Peter Madrid ha> stalked the gyms or UNM
and l.Hl\ a report on the goings-on in l.tlb<.l gymna,tics. llNM com;hcs
Rusty Mitchell and Claudia Thomas have good rcnsom to smile nbmll the
up-coming scasot1and Madrid wiJltcll you about them.

CORRECTION!
Carrara's coupon ad in Tuesday's paper
read.·Wednesday Sept. 9 1978. It should
have read:Wednesday Sept. 6, 1978
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Coach lies in her first year as
volleyball coach opens the season
thts weekend at 6 p.m. today and
Saturda~ against some of the top
schools tn the country.

Junior Colle!!e champions, Mesa
Community College from Ariwna
will be among the eight teams participating in the tournament."
Coach Lies says that anyone
who would like free tickets to the
games can drop in at Carlisle gym.
'Our schedule ends Nov. 17,
when we go to El Paso for the 22tcam regional tournament."
"Volleyball has a good future at
UNM -we have a young team consisting of mostly freshmann and
sophomsores. We could have some
olympic candidates from this
team."

By MARK"TICKY" SMITH
j

All ASUNM students rnay vote

I ...

"I really don't like to say "ho
the top players arc," she says,
''Everyone of my players is good
at something or else they wouldn •t
be here. I stress team work because
that is what volleyball is, a team
sport."

:-,;l'W ~lt>xkn
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Editors note: LOBO reporter
,'<1ark Smith starts 111:~ football
prophecy today, advising those of
rou who are gqmblers as well as
'r!wse of yot1 who are just curious.
Smith lists his predictionsfirsl, then
UPI's point spread and then who he
would bet on last.

;tf

TAMPA BAY 17 DETROIT 14-

lf Tampa is going to finish ahead of
'the Lions, it better win this one.
Tampa should pull it out. Det. by 4,
bet TB.
LOS ANGELES 14 ATLANTA
13- l still feel Atlanta is the team to
beat in this division, but at the
Rams home field LA will squeeze it
out. LA by 10, bet Atlanta.
CHICAGO 24 SAN FRANCISCO 20- It's the battle of the
backs, OJ vs Payton. Payton to win
the match, the Bears the game.
Chicago by 4, take it.
CINCINNATI
17
CLEVELAND 16- The Bengals
have a habit of losing to big underdogs, but with the roles reversed
they come up with a win. Cleveland
by 5, bet Cincinnati.
DALLAS 34 NY GIANTS 17The Giants have given the Cowboys
plenty of trouble in recent years,
but Dallas is just too much for NY
this year. Dallas by II, take it.
HOUSTON 21 KANSAS CITY
17- KC can't win at home, but will
play tough, Houston by 6, bet KC.
MIAMI 28 BALTIMORE 17- No
Bert Jones, no hope for the Colts.
The Dolphins in a route. Miami by
3, give the points, take Miami.
NEW ENGLAND 24 STLOUIS
17- The AFC dominance slowed
down last week, but this week will
be different. NE by 7, take your
pick. I'll take St. Louis because of
the Patriots bad game last week.
GREEN
BAY
17 NEW
ORLEANS 16- The Pack' gets the
nod because of the home-field
advantage. GB by I, another
toss up, bet GB.
NY JETS 27 BUFFALO 20- The
Jets are on their way up and will
have a little trouble, but their high
scoring offense will be. the dif·
fcrence. NY by 4, close but take it.
PITTSBURGH 24 SEATTLE
21- Possible upset here. The
Steelers will be looking ahead to
next week's battle with Cincinnati,
and they better be careful not to
look too far past the Seahawks. Pitt
by 14, no way, bet Seattle.
OAKLAND 21 SAN DIEGO 17They're at home so the Chargers
will play close. Oak by 6, betSD.
WASHINGTON
16
PHILADELPHIA 7- Washington's
fine show last week gives it the nod
over a good and. improving Eagle
team. Wash by 4, will be a hard
choice bot I'll bet on the Skins.
DENVER 21 MINNESOTA 17The Broncos are for real again, and
will put on a good show in their
first Monday night game in a long
time. EVEN, bet Denver.
Last weeks picks· I 0-4, against
the point spread •
Best bet- Atlanta Falcons.

COPIES
Overnight
3 1/2cea
4< same day
No Minimum

KINKO'S
2312 Cent. SE 268-8515

P

NEW HORIZONS
FOR WOMEN
A Film Series: North SUB Ballroom

Friday, Sept. 8th
UNM $pikers, Cindy Meyer (top), Delores Gurule (bottom),
and E/yn Underhill (side) start their season this weekend.

WOMEN IN ENGINEERING
(26 minutes)
SALLY GARCIA
(35 minutes)

Cross Country Team
Rebuilding Slowly
The rebuilding of the UNM cross country team is continuing at a slow
rate. One athlete arrived in Albuquerque while two others are reported to
be on the way.
Hans Stergefieldt, an 18-year-old freshman from Sweden, arrived on
campus earlier this week while runners from Scotland and Tanzania are
being delayed by airline strikes, track coach Bill Silverberg said.
Stergcfieldt holds the world record for his age group in the 5000 and
I 0,000-rrteter runs, He has run an 8:18 3000 meters and at 14-years-old held
the world record for 10,000 meters.

10:00
2:40
10:30
2:00

Sponsored by:
Women's Center/Career
Services/Dean of Students

Both Rugby Teams
Limited to Practice
Women's rugby team practice moves into its second week while the first
men's rugby match, scheduled for Sept. 10 against Wyoming in Laramie,
has been postponed.
The women's team, reorganized this fall after one year of inactivity,
holds practice on Monday and Thursday at 5 p.m. on the Opper fields of
the UNM South Campus athletic complex.
The team has a core of "eight good people," organizer Jan McGeachy
said. She is looking for at least 15 women to complete one side and
compete against Sauta Fe at the end of the month.
She said the team is already registered for the High Desert Classic, a
Tuscon in November.
The men's road match against Wyoming has been rescheduled for Sept.
30. A match against Santa Fe scheduled on Sept. 30 has been canceled.
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UNM
Student Health Insurance

Loneliness is the feeling that no one cares. Sometimes that
loneliness can be lessened by talking with someone. Agora
is staffed by students who care. We listen, understand the
demands of student life, offer suggestions when requested,
and can suggest help and services when desired. Now we're
looking for volunteers. Come by or call us and find out what
we're all about. '

•

Underwritten by KEYSTONE LIFE INS. CO,

Present Enrollment Period:
August 2'1, 1978thru September 10, 1978
Enrollment may be by
Fall Semester or for full year.
Enroll at: UMN Cashier's Office
Student Health Center 1·4 p.m. Daily
Local Agent's Office
Local Agent:
. ..
. . . .. . . .
Charles R. Brothers, 8100 Moun tam Rd., N.E.
Suite 207, Albuquerque, N.M. 87110
Telephone 265-7040

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
AT AGORA
ORIENTATION: SEPT.11
MITCHELL HALL 122, 7PM
CAN'T MAKE If
CALL 277-3013
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Although the T-VI board of
directors authored the commUllity
college proposal, there are some
factions within the school who bitterly oppose the plan.
"Most of the student body opposes
the communitY college," said Denis
Cummings, director of public information at T-VI. She said students want T-VI left as it is. "The
students are afraid the expansion of
academics into the curriculum
would hinder the vo-tech courses,"
she said.
Cummings .said no formal survey
of student opinion has been taken.
Two speakers representing both
sides of the college question,
fielded questions phoned in to a
live debate aired on KGGM-TV
Saturday night.
Speaking against the proposal
was Dave Smoker, director of
student services at T-VI. Smoker
said if the proposal passes, legal

anu otnerw1se, T-VI will cease to
exist. Smoker, a member of
"Citizens to Save T-VI", said
"This legislation is wrong. It's an
insult to the taxpayers."
His opponent in the debate,
Hank Willis, said, "What we're
looking for in a community college
is an institution which will meet a
wide range of needs."
"If I'm 18 years old, and look in
the community course catalog from
both the Univeristy of Albuquerque
and T-VI, 1 can bet a better handle

Permits pilfered
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TODAY'S CIDSSWDID PUZZLE

Always
A Dancing Partner

College opposed
by T- VI factions
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BLACKWATER DRAW

Sept, 1st thni Sept. 23rd

ACROSS
1 Exchange

Special Guest Star
LA WANDA LINDSEY
Sopt. 11th thru Sept. 16th

,-

l

afather's

I

I got TWO offers

you can't refuse!

0

This32oz.
Glass Filled
With COKE.

42

Straightedge
44 ''My Country
'Tis of _or
45 Have to the
ground

*WHEN YOU BUY A SMALL, MEDIUM
OR LARGE GODFATHER'S PIZZA.

I

I

L

Just bring in the 32 oz. glass and we'll fill it up FREE
evecytime you order a Godfather's Pizza. Not once, but
all year long through next. October. But hurry. Quantities
are limited. Offer ends when supply of glasses is
exhausted.

Goafatber's Pizza
106 Buena Vista SE

•

247·9591

59
60

62
65
67

Leafy recess
Did the mile
Steal: Slang
Legislators
Turn awry
Cancel a
penal(¥
Tool
Notch made
by a saw
Classified
item:
2 words
Reside
- lily
- club
Fancy
Epitome

UNITED

EPC approves sector plan
for 'blighted' UNM area

Feature Syndicate

Thursday's Puzzle Solved:

By BILL ROBERTSON

69
70
71
72 Sweet secre~

lion
73 Flowerless
plant
74 Surface fissures
75 Correct
DOWN
1 Totals up
2 Br, prison
3 Deception

4--5
6
7
8

With: Equal
to
Stiffening
agent
Anthropoid
Canal section
Nova Scotia
Community

9 Cord
10 C.J.A:s fore-

President Robert J. Hoffman, said,
" ... we will be voting to expand TVl into a community college as
recommended by the institute's
own accrediting association,"
fn the accreditation report, the
committee said T-VI's mission to
prepare persons for entry-level jobs
is being interpreted too narrowly,"
Smoker said this refers toT-VI's
technical-vocational courses.
But the chamber's executive vicepresident, G,Y. Fails, said the word
"mission" can be interpreted more
broadly to include community
college courses in the curricula.
Smoker said he preferred a plan
which was voted down by the
chamber in November. That plan
would have established a college
that would be a part of UNM.

runner

11 Lord's residence
12 Excuse
13 Is-to word
21 Manages

23
26
28
29
30
31

35
37
38
39

somehow
Cease doing
Scour
Mine tunnel
This: Sp.
Midday
Hawaiian
grasses
More modern
Strangled
Be informed
Oriental
.coins

41 Discretion

Lost and stolen parking permits, which are being resold,
are creating problems for owners and campus police.

43 Lessors' con·
cerns

46 ·chess piece
48 Incarnation
of Vishnu
51 Compendium
53 Prickly sensation
54 State: Abbr.
55 Chemical
compound
56 In no way
57 Craft
61 Insect
63 Air: Comb.
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Students should be aware of problems arising from stolen and lost
parking permits, said Inspector Bob Raymond of the UNM Campus
Police.
The type of parking permits usually stolen are laminated with a clip-on
attachment.
Raymond said missing parking permits are usually result from
burglaries. These stolen permits are then sold to unsuspecting students,
Ra)mond said.
"Do not be taken by this, he said. "These permits are of no value to the
purcnaser."
.
Raymond said when a par king permit is lost or stolen the permits
number and zone is reported to the parking services.
Meter maids then search for the permit when making their rounds.
Campus police are called in if missing or stolen permits are found by the
meter maids.
Raymond said anyone in possession of these permits can be charged with
fraud and the car will be towed away.
Parking permits can be obtained only through the parking services.

A master plan for the redevelopment of so-called
"blighted areas" adjacent to the Universtiy is one step
closer to implementation after the Environmental
Planning Commission (EPC) unamimously approved
the plan at it's meeting Thursday, Sept. 7.
The sector development plan, debated ·at five
previous EPC meetings before receiving passage, will
now be examined by the city council's Land Use,
Planning and Zoning Committee for final approval
September 19,.
As has been the tendency since the 'plan was put to
. the EPC, Thursday's hearing saw debate go past
midnight. Testimony from neighborhood properly
owners, residents and neighborhood associations
formed the bulk of debate over the plan.
The plan was drawn Up by the city planning
department. It was designed, the plan states, to "guide
redevelopment and improve activities within the
Universtiy area." This area, the plan says, "has been
designated a blighted area as defined by the Com-

munity Development Law of the State of New
mexico . ''
Recognizing the makeup of the area to contain
largely student population, with a large (20 per cent
over 54 years of age) share of elderly residents the plan
Urges future development to encourage "a diverse,
high-quality pedestrian-oriented neighborhood." It
also urges the city to encourage a mixture of low and
high density housing.
Fred Burns, a commission member who participated
in the writing of the plan, said, "We were basically in
favor of down-zoning the area. We did recognize some
places where high-density, student-oriented housing
could be accomodated."
The plan incorporates a permit parking plan for the
"heavily-impacted" streets near the University. It
also recommends a prohibition of parking oil Lead
and Coal streets.
The area defined in the plan is roughly bordered by
Grand Avenue and the University to the north, Girard
Avenue to the east, Garfield and Hazeldine to the
south and Interstate25 to the west,

Sun-Tran bus route loops
the UNM North Campus
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on my future plans," said Willis, a
member of the Committee for a
Community Cole,ge.
Dissension to the proposal within
the ranks of the Chamber of Commerce was voiced in a press conference Friday.
Smoker, a chamber member,
said he and other members do not
support the community college
proposal,
Smoker said the issue was
"railroaded" through the chamber, having been approved by a
small number of members.
Opposing the recommendation
were six members. The chamber
has reported membership of about
2,750.
An Aug. 31 letter sent to members of the board by chamber

State Seu, Les Houston has
argued that the community college
proposal is "a clever plan to get
Bernalillo County taxpayers to huy
the University of Albuquerque."
UofA President Laurene~ Smith,
whose faculty has unanimouoly en
ctorscd the plan, said, ''If
Albuquerque doc.1 get a community
college, and Uoi'A isn't a part of it,
we will lose 50 per cent of our
enrollment."
Willis said the UofA had been
appraised at $11 million, but that
the religious. order which owns it is
willing to sell it for $6 million. "If
it's a clever plan, he said, "it's also
a bargain ,"
If the referendum docs not pass
Tuesday, Willis said he believes the
city's chances for another plan arc
bleak. "I've worked with the state
legislature," he said. "If the vote
fails, many of the legislators in
Santa Fe would say, "Look,
Albuquerque, we gave you one
chance, don't bug us,"
Smoker disagrees. "If we vote no
Tuesday," he said, "we're handing
this legislation back to the
legislature and saying, "Here it is
again. Do it over and do it right."
Smoker said Gov .. Jerry Apodaca
held the state legislative over into
special session until Sen. Aubrey
Dunn, D-Otero, came up with a
plan.
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A new Sun· Tran bus route will
Time schedules for the "41make a clockwise .loop around the Constitut ion" route, which runs
University's North Campus today.
every 30 minutes, will not be afThe "41-Constitution'' bus route fected by the change, Day said, The
was established so that ''students loop around the campus should
and DNM-bound passengers will take 10 minutes, but wili not change
not have to transfer buses to get to the timetable, she said.
the North Campus," said Holly
The route travels west on
Richards Day of the system's inConstitution
Avenue from Juan
formation office.
Boulevard,
enters Winrock
Tabo
The route will , circle UNM on
shopping
center
and
continues on
Central Avenue, University and
Constitution.
It
turns
south on
Lomas Boulevards and then
Girard
to
Central
where
it
begins its
continue north on Girard
clockwise
loop
around
UNM.
At
Boulevard from Lomas. The route
Girard
and
LomaS,
after
compreviously termfnated at Girard and
pleting the circle, the route turns
Central.
north
on Girard to repeat its trip
The new route wilt provide direct
back
to
Juan Tabo on Constitution
service to BCMC and,the Medical
Avenue.
and Law Schools.
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Goat nannies
pre-schoolers

Preschoolers Melissa Isaac, Tsnya LBndersnd Chela
(who didn 'tknow her last name} are entertained by a stray
goat near Mesa Viste Hall., Looking on are Gary Taksier
and Jane I.Bnder. Campus police were at a loss to 'explain
the goat, Which wandered around campus forseveral days.

